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Take-home messages
y Most of the Galactic bulge is simply the bar

viewed edge-on;
edge on; it is part of the disk
disk, not a
separate classical component
y Our MW is an nearly pure-disk galaxy
y No
o prominent
po
e classical
c ass ca bulge
bu ge Æ no
o ssignificant
g ca

mergers Æ how do giant pure-disk galaxies
grow so massive (Vc>
>~220km/s)?
220km/s)?
y Is our Milky Way special?

N
Now
you can go back
b k tto reading
di
emails
il ……
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Main research interests
y Galactic dynamics;

y
structures
dynamical
and evolution of
galaxies

y Their formation and

interaction with dark
matter and
supermassive black
holes (SMBHs)
N1300

Milky Way

N4649 (M60)

N4472
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B l
Bulges
We do not fully understand them yet!

y Classical bulges
y ≈ Mini
Mini-elliptical
elliptical
y Merger-made
y Sersic n > 2
y not rotation-dominated

y Pseudo-bulges
y Extra light at small R;
central thick comp.
y Formed from disk by
i t
internal
l secular
l
processes
y Retain some memory
y
of their disk origin
y Rotation dominated
y Young
Y
stars,
t
gas, dust
d t
y Sersic index 1-2
y Including “boxy
boxy bulges
bulges”

Kormendy & Kennicutt (ARAA, 2004)
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B
Boxy/peanut-shaped
/
t h
db
bulges
l

COBE Near IR image of the Milky Way

y Most of bulge stars are old (>5 Gyr, Clarkson et al. 2008)
y A wide range of metal abundances (McWilliam & Rich
1994; Fulbright et al. 2006; Zoccali et al. 2008)

B
Boxy/peanut-shaped
/
t h
db
bulges
l

HCG 87

y ~45% edge-on disks have peanut-shaped

bulges (Lutticke et al
al. 2000)

y Comparable to the fraction of bars
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Boxy peanut-shaped
peanut shaped bulges: side-on
side on bars?
y Simulation of bended/thickened
/
bars
y Buckling/firehose instability (Toomre 1966)

σ Z ≤ 0.3σ R
y Bar formation Æ Buckling instability Æ
saturation Æ B/PS bulges (e.g. Raha, Sellwood
ett al.l 1991
1991; also
l see Lia’s
Li ’ talk)
t lk)

B kli
Buckling
instability
i t bilit and
d ellipticals
lli ti l
y Possible explains why there are no ellipticals more

elongated than E6 or E7, corresponding to a
maximum axis ratio of about 3:1.
y Sufficiently thick Æ low κz Æ disturbances damped

Merritt & Hernquist 1991

Stellar Kinematics of the Bulge
y BRAVA ((Bulge
g Radial Velocity
y Assay)
y) survey
y
y ~10,000 M giants as targets
y Stellar kinematics covering
g the whole Bulge
g

y Build a simple dynamical model to explain it

The Milky Way in IR (COBE)
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Modeling the Milky Way Bulge
• A simple model of the
Galactic bulge matches
the BRAVA data
extremely well in almost
all aspects:
–
–
–
–

b = ‐4o major axis
b = ‐8
8o degree major axis
l = 0o degree minor axis
Surface density

Shen, J., et al 2010, ApJL
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Power of simplicity
y High
g resolution N-body
y simulations with millions

of particles

y Cold massive disk, initial Q ~ 1.2
y A pseudo-isothermal rigid halo with a core

which gives a nearly flat rotation curve of
~220
220 km/s from 5 to 20 kpc

y Inside solar circle,
circle Mdisk/Mhalo ~ 1.5,
1 5 max disk
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Modeling
g the Milky
y Way
y Bulge
g --Surface Brightness Map

Sun

DIRBE Composite map

– Th
The bar
b angle
l ffrom ki
kinematic
ti constraint
t i t iis about
b t ~ 20o
– The bar’s axial ratio is about 0.5 to 0.6, and
its half-length
is ~4kpc
Shen,
J., et al 2010,
ApJL
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M d li
Modeling
the
th Milky
Milk Way
W
B
Bulge
l
--Match stellar kinematics in all strips
p strikingly
g y well

Black line = model; it is not a fit to data points
Shen, J., et al 2010, ApJL
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Modeling the Milky Way Bulge --Constraining the Bar Angle

• Bar angle consistent
with other studies of
star counts and
surface brightness
(Stanek et al
al. 1997;
Bissantz & Gerhard
2002))
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Pattern speed of the MW bar
Ω
Ω+κ/2
Ω‐κ/2
Ωp

Pattern speed ~ 40 km/s/kpc
RCR~ 4.5kpc; RCR /Rbar = 1.15
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X-shaped
X
shaped structure of our model

Very similar to recently discovered X-shaped structure
(McWilliam & Zoccali 2010,
2010 Nataf et al.
al 2010); also see Lia +
Annie’s talk
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A Significant Classical Bulge is Excluded

The d
Th
data
t excludes
l d a pre‐existing
i ti classical
l i lb
bulge
l with
ith
mass >~ 10% Mdisk; the MW is nearly a pure‐disk galaxy!
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The Milky Way as a pure-disk galaxy
y The bulge is simply the bar viewed edge-on; it is
y
y
y

y

part of the disk, not a separate component.
A significant merger-made classical bulge is
excluded so our MW is an nearly pure
excluded,
pure-disk
disk galaxy
Milky Way has a quiescent merger history (Hammer
et al 2007)
No prominent classical bulge Æ no significant
mergers Æ how do giant pure-disk galaxies grow
so massive?
Too many significant mergers Æ destroy disk shape

y Is
I our Milky
Milk Way
W
special?
i l?
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The Milky Way is not special
y Quote from our paper: “Our Galaxy is not unusual: it

is very similar to another giant edge-on galaxy with a
boxy bulge, NGC 4565. Kormendy & Barentine (2010)
recently showed that NGC 4565 does not contain
even a small classical bulge component and that it is
th
therefore
f
another
th giant,
i t pure disk
di k galaxy
l
that
th t
contains no sign of a merger remnant. In fact, giant,
pure-disk
pure
disk galaxies are common in environments like
our own that are far from rich clusters of galaxies
(Kormendy et al. 2010).”

Shen, J., et al 2010, ApJL
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NGC 4565: another giant pure-disk
pure disk galaxy
y Vcirc~255km/s
y PB/T ~ 0.06; as opposed to “B/T” ~ 0.4

Kormendy & Barentine 2010
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Many nearby spirals are nearly bulge-less
y inventory the galaxies in a sphere of radius 8 Mpc

centered on our Galaxy

y “We find that at least 11 of 19 galaxies with Vcirc > 150 km

s−1, including M101, NGC 6946, IC 342, and our Galaxy,
show no evidence for a classical bulge. Four may contain
small classical bulges that contribute 5%–12% of the light of
the galaxy. Only four of the 19 giant galaxies are ellipticals
or have classical bulges that contribute 1/3 of the galaxy
light ”
light.”

y This p
problem is a strong
g function of environment
y the Virgo cluster is not a puzzle, because more than 2/3 of its
stellar mass is in merger remnants
y it is a puzzle in the field but not in rich clusters
Kormendy et al. 2010, ApJ
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Future work
y Vertical metallicity gradient (Zoccali 2008)
y resonantt h
heating
ti
off stars
t
th
thatt scatter
tt off
ff th
the bar
b
(Pfenniger & Norman 1990)? Most metal-poor stars (~
oldest) then they have been scattered for the
oldest),
longest time (reach the greatest heights).
y Allow
o a small
s a c
classical
ass ca bu
bulge?
ge?
y More live-halo models
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Summary
y
y Our simple, but realistic, model can match BRAVA

kinematics of the Galactic bulge strikingly well

y No need for a contrived model with many free parameters

y The bulge is simply the bar viewed edge-on; it is part

of the disk, not a separate component.
y so our MW is an nearly pure-disk galaxy. ~40% of
nearby large spirals are pure-disk.
y No prominent classical bulge Æ no significant
mergers Æ how do giant pure-disk galaxies grow so
massive?
i ?
y Bulge/disk stars are old: cannot use some physical
process like energy feedback to delay star formation
until recently and thereby to give the halo time to
grow without forming
g
g a classical bulge.
g
Shen, J. et al. 2010
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IAU Special Session No. 3
”G l
”Galaxy
evolution
l ti
through secular processes
processes”
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